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Abstract.

Basis functions

that

are used to model

surface

electric

current

densities

in

the electric field integral equationsof computational electromagneticsare analyzed with
respect to how well they model the charge distribution, in addition to the current. This
analysisis carried out with the help of the topologicalproperties of open and closedsurfaces
meshedinto networks of triangles and quadrangles. The need for current basis functions
to properly model the chargedistributionis demonstratedby severalexamples.In someof
these examples, the basis functions seem to be perfectly legitimate when only the current
distribution is considered,but they fail to deliver a correct solution of the electromagnetic
problem, since they are not capable of properly modeling the charge distribution on some
surfaces. Although the idea of proper modeling of the charge distribution by the current
basis functions is easy to accept and can even be claimed well known, the contrary uses
encounteredin the literature have been the motivation behind the investigation reported in
this paper.

1.

Introduction

Integral equation solution techniques,such as the

methodof moments(MOM) [Harrington,1982;Miller et al., 1992], the fast multipolemethod (FMM)
[Rokhlin,1990; Coifmanet al., 1993;Lu and Chew,
1993; Giirel and Aksun,1996],and the recursiveTmatrix algorithms(RTMAs) [Chew et al., 1992;
Giirel and Chew, 1993], expressthe unknownfunction usinga set of knownexpansionfunctionsor basis
functions(BFs). Specificsof the problemand the solution techniquemay force or allow the BFs to be of
very different forms.

1. BFs may be vector or scalar functions, depending on the function they are modeling.
2. BFs may be entire-domain or subdomain func-

tions,dependingon their domainof definition [Kolund:•ijaand Popovif, 1993].
3. B Fs may be curved or planar functions, depending on the surface on which they are defined
[ Wandzura,1992; Valle et al., 1994;Songand Chew,
1995;Petersonand Abetegg,1995].
4. BFs may be nodal, edge, or face functions, depending on which one they are associatedwith.
5. BFs may have linear, bilinear, quadratic, or
higher-ordervariations [ Wandzura,1992;Abetegget

al., 1996;Gragliaet al., 1997].
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In addition to the BFs, another set of functions,

calledweightingfunctionsor testingfunctions(TFs),
are alsoemployedin the solutionof the integralequations.

The choice of BFs and TFs has been inves-

tigated from many different points of view and re-
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set forth conditionsregarding the choiceof BFs and
TFs by consideringthe convergenceof the integrals
encounteredin the spatial-domain and spectral-do-
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main formulations.Sarkar [1985]and Sarkar et al.
[1985]discussed
someof the mathematicalrestrictions on the choice of BFs by consideringlinear operators in general.
The merits of choosingthe BFs identical to the
TFs to obtain a Galerkin formulation and choosing
the BFs as the complex conjugate of the TFs have

J(r)- • bn(r)an

(1)

n--1

using N DOFs, where an is a complex coefficient
associated
with the BF bn(r).
If scalarbasisfunctionsare employed,eachvector
componentof J(r) can independentlybe expanded

also been discussed
by many researchers[Sarkar, as
1989;Richmond,1991]. Amongother consequences,
the Galerkin

formulation

transforms

the electric field

integralequations(EFIEs) into symmetricsystemsof
equations, which is an important consideration for
the choiceof the solutionalgorithm. Specificchoices
of BFs to create sparsesystemsof equationshave also

been proposed [Canning,1993;Kim et al., 1996].
Andersson[1993]designedspecialBFs that include

J(r) -

b(n2)
(r) 0
•n=l b(nl)
(r)
0
0
0 b(n3)
(r)
0

0

ß a(n
2)

a?)

N

-- Z •n(r)ßan

(2)

the singular behavior of the current to be modeled.
Furthermore, it is well known that for source-free
and sink-free problems, the BFs should be chosento

using3N DOFs. Whether (1) or (2) is usedfor the
modelingof the electriccurrentdistributionJ (r), the
electricchargedensityp(r) is also being implicitly

make the integral of the chargedistribution (total
net charge) vanish. Continuity of the BFs in the

approximatedby a collectionof "chargeBFs" without any need for an explicit implementation in the

direction

solutiontechnique.Owingto the continuityequation
(in the frequencydomainwith an assumed
e-i•t time
dependence)

of current

flow must be assured to avoid

any artificial and undesiredchargeaccumulation.
All of the aboveare legitimate and important considerationsin the choiceof BFs. In addition to these,
we will advocate one more constraint in this paper:
The BFs chosen to model

the electric

current

in the

solution of an EFIE should also support a consistent

and valid chargeapproximation. That is, the current
BFs are responsiblenot only for the approximationof
the current distribution, but also for the charge distribution. This is becausethe charge distribution is
inherently and implicitly approximated by the divergencesof the current BFs. This point will be further
explained in section 2, and severalexamplesof BFs
satisfying and violating this constraint will be analyzed in section 4. In section3, somerelevant topologicalpropertiesof surfaceswill be summarized. We
will need this information

•7. J(r) = leap(r)

governingthe relation betweenJ(r) and p(r), the
chargedistribution is implicitly modeledby the divergenceof the B Fs used to model the current dis-

tribution. Thus this implicit modelingof p(r) correspondingto (1) and (2) is givenby
N

p(r)
--1__
• K7.
bn(r)an (4)
n=l

I N

p(r)--i-•• •7.•n(r)ßan,
n=l

in order to relate the num-

bers of degreesof freedom(DOFs) suppliedby the

(3)

respectively, where

current approximation and required by the charge
approximation.

V.•n(r)--[ øqb(n•)(r)
0b(n2)
(r)0b(n3)
(r)](6)
0r•

2. Modeling the Electric Current and
Charge Distributions Together
Solution of the EFIEs of the computational electromagnetics requires the expansionof the unknown

currentdistributionJ (r) in termsof the chosenbasis
functions.UsingvectorBFs bn(r), this expansionis
given by

0r•

Or3

and rx, r2, and r3 are the three componentsof r.

Sincethe chargedistributionis expandedusingthe
divergenceof the current BFs and exactly the same
coefficientsare used in this expansion,we note the
following:
1. The numberof the DOFs usedin the expansion
of p(r) in (5) and (6) is equalto the numberof the
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DOFs suppliedby the expansionof J(r) in (1) and
(2). Note that this suppliednumberof DOFs may or
may not be sufficient for a proper approximation of
the charge distribution, and this is exactly what we
will investigate in the remainder of this paper.

For the purposes of this paper, statement of the resuits should be sufficient;derivationsare not given.
The Euler's relation for open or closed, flat or
curved surfacescontaining V vertices, E edges,and
F faces states that

2. The nature of the expansionof p(r) is determinedby the kind of expansionchosenfor J(r). For
instance, if the current is approximated by entiredomain BFs, then the chargeis alsoapproximatedby
entire-domain BFs. If the current is approximated

by piecewise(PW) constantsubdomainBFs, then
the chargeis approximated by singular functions de-

fined on the subdomainboundaries("blades")that
coincide with

the discontinuities

of the normal

com-

ponent of the current. If the current is approximated
by subdomain BFs that are PW linear and continuous along the direction of the current flow and P W
constant in transversedirections, then the charge is
approximated by a PW constant distribution. If a
surface current is approximated by PW bilinear subdomain

BFs that are continuous

electric

current

densities.

Thus it is not certain

that the DOFs

used in

the current expansionwill be sufficientfor the DOFs
required by the chargedistribution on all of the subdomains for the kind of approximation imposed by
the choiceof the current expansion.
In section 4, a classof BFs will be analyzed from
this point of view. Before that, we will briefly study
the topology of open and closed surfacesand their
meshingsinto triangular and quadrangularnetworks,
in section 3. We will need this information

to com-

pare the number of current BFs, which are related
to the number of edgesor nodesof a network, with
the number of the required DOFs for the charge approximation, which is related to the number of faces

+ F = x,

(7)

where X:is called the Euler characteristic of the sur-

face [Mortenson,1985;Wandzura,1992].HereX:= 0
for a torus, X = 1 for all simply connectedopen surfaces, and X = 2 for all simple polyhedra that can
be continuously deformed into a sphere. For exam-

ple,a simplecubehaseightvertices
(V - 8), twelve
edges(E = 12), and six faces(F = 6). Therefore
the Euler

characteristic

of the surface of the cube is

X:= 8 - 12 + 6 = 2. Let ¬xt, Eext, ISnt, and Eint denote the numbersof verticesand edgesthat are and
are not on the exterior boundary of a surface. Then,
we have the trivial equalities
V

•.

E

=

+
Eint+ Eext

(8)
(9)

and the obviousequality

Eext= ¬xt,

The use of the subdomain

BFs for the current results in the PW approximation
of both the current and the charge on these subdomains. Note that, in general, the number of subdomains is not equal to the number of the BFs or the
DOFs.

v -

at least in the direc-

tion of the current flow, then the chargedistribution
is approximated by a PW linear distribution.
In this paper, we will focus on the use of the subdomain BFs for the approximation of the surface
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(10)

where both are equal to zero for a closedsurface. If
the surfaceis meshedinto a network of triangles or
quadrangles,more relations can be found to relate
V, E, and F.
3.1.

Quadrangular

Networks

Since each quadrangle has four edgesand each internal edge is shared by two quadrangles, whereas
each external edge belongsto only one quadrangle,
we have

4F = 2Ei•t + Eext.

(11)

Here2E/V is definedasthe averagenumberof edges
that meet at a vertex of a large quadrangularnetwork
sinceeach edge terminates in two vertices. Combin-

ing (11) with (7)-(10), we can expressthis quantity
as

of the same network.

2E

V=

4V,•t + 3¬xt - 4X

V

'

(12)

3. Topological Properties of Surfaces

3.2.

This sectionis intentionally kept as short as possible since this topic is extensively studied elsewhere.

Since each triangle has three edgesand each internal edge is sharedby two triangles, whereaseach

Triangular

Networks
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external edgebelongsto only one triangle, we have

3F = 2E•.t + Eext.

(13)

The abovecan be combinedwith (7)-(10) to derive
the averagenumberof edgesthat meetat a vertexof
a large triangular network as

2E
_ 6•nt+4Vext
- 6X
v
v
--

.

(14)

//

////

4. Analysis of a Class of Basis

(a)

Functions
In this section we will consider several well-known

subdomainBFs and their straightforwardextensions
to model the surface electric current densities. These

(c)

(d)

Figure 2. Examplesof closedand open surfaces:
(a) Rectangularprism meshedwith quadrangles,

(b) rectangular
prismmeshedwith triangles,(c) fiat
patch meshedwith quadrangles,and (d) fiat patch
meshedwith triangles.

(b)

(c)

(d)

BFs are illustrated in Figure 1. We will investigate
these BFs with the emphasisbeing on how well the
chargedistribution is modeled.
Using the topological properties summarized in
the previous section, we will try to keep our resuits as general as possiblefor open and closedsurfaces. When appropriate, rectangular prisms as in
Figures 2a and 2b and flat patchesas in Figures 2c
and 2d will be used as examplesof closedand open
surfaces,respectively.
4.1.

Rooftop

Basis Functions

Rooftop(RT) BFs [Glissonand Wilton,1980;Rubin and Daijavad, 1990]are definedon the internal
(f)

(g)

edges of a quadrangular mesh. The total number
of the DOFs is equal to Ei,t. Since the current approximation is P W linear and continuousalong the

Figure 1. Basisfunctions(BFs) to be analyzed direction of the current flow and PW constant in
in this paper: (a) Rooftop(RT) BFs, (b) higher- the transversedirection as shown in Figure la, the
chargeis approximated by a PW constant distribuorderRT BFs, (c) transversely
continuous
higher- tion. That is, with the choiceof RT BFs for the curorder RT BFs, (d) pyramidalBFs with rectangu- rent, the chargeis allowedto take a constantvalueon
lar bases,(e) pyramidalBFs with triangularbases, each quadrangular subdomain. Therefore the num-

(f) Rao-Wilton-Glisson
(RWG)BFs,and(g)Jacobus ber of DOFs required for the charge distribution is
and Landstorfer'smagnetic BFs.

equal to F.
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Figure3. Normalized
induced
current
andcharge
distributions
ontheAx Apatchobtained
usingtheRT BFs:(a) Magnitude
of copolar
current
(J•), (b) magnitude
of cross-polar
current
(Jy),(c)realpartofthecharge,
and(d)imaginary
partofthecharge.
For a proper PW constantmodelingof the charge,
we must have

which can be converted to

V•n
t •/•

(16)

using(7)-(10) and to
2-•int• -•ext

(17)

using (11). Both (16) and (17) can easilybe satisfied for open and closedsurfaces. Thus the use of RT
BFs to approximate the current distribution doesnot
posea problem for the PW constantmodelingof the
charge distribution. In order to demonstrate this,

Figure 3 showsthe magnitudesof the x and y componentsof the current distribution and the real and
imaginary parts of the chargedistribution induced
on a A x A perfect electricconductor(PEC) patch
on the x-y plane. (The resultsshowingthe real and
imaginaryparts of the chargedistributionare scaled
by a factor of ico. Therefore the real and imaginary
parts may be interchanged,if desired.)The patch is
illuminated by a normally incidentplane wave,whose
electric field is polarized in the x direction. Each side
of the patch is divided into 10 subsectionssothat the
total number of RT BFs is Eint = 180 and the charge
distribution is approximated by F = 100 constantchargeplateaus. The results presentedin Figure 3
are as smooth as they can be with the given discretization

and with the PW linear and PW constant

modelingof the current and the charge,respectively.
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Figure 4. Normalized inducedcurrent and chargedistributionson the A x A patch obtained

usingthe higher-orderRT BFs: (a) Magnitudeof copolarcurrent(Jx), (b) magnitudeof
cross-polar
current(Jy), (c) realpart of the charge,and (d) imaginarypart of the charge.

the sameformat as in Figure 3. The copolarinduced
currentin Figure4a seemsto havethe correctdistriTheseBFs canbe obtainedfroma straightforward bution and the proper linear variation in the transextensionof the regularRT BFs. The higher-order verse direction as supportedby these higher-order
RT BFs consideredhere are slightly differentfrom RT BFs. These BFs model both componentsof the
the regularRT BFs in sucha way that although current with a distribution of PW bilinear functions
the current approximation is PW linear and contin- on rectangularsubdomains.As long as the approximated currentis continuousalongthe directionof its
uous along the direction of the current flow as in
regular RT BFs, it is PW linear and discontinuous flow,this type of PW bilinearmodelingappearsto be
perfectly valid. However,the cross-polarcomponent
in the transversedirection,as shownin Figure lb
as opposed
to the PW constant(and discontinuous) of the current and the chargedistribution are unmistakably incorrect, as seenin Figures 4b-4d. What
approximationof the regular RT BFs. Sercu et al.
[1994]calledthesetypesof BFs "first-order"RT BFs can be the reason for the failure of these seemingly
legitimateBFs in the solutionof this simplescatterand proposedto usethem on planar structures.
We usedtheseBFsin the solutionof the scattering ing problem?
The answer to the above question may be sought
problem outlined in the previoussection. The curin the way theseBFs model the chargedistribution.
rent andchargedistributions
areshownin Figure4 in
4.2.

Higher-Order

Rooftop Basis Functions
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Since the current is approximated by the bilinear
forms

Jx(x,y) -

Axxy + B•x + C•y + D•

Jy(x,y) -

Ayxy+ Byx+ Cyy+ Dy (19)

(18)

(5) -•"

on each rectangular patch, the charge is approximated by

p(x,y) - A•y + Ayx + (Bx + Cy) ,

8

(6) -•"

41

51

(1) -'•'"1

(2) •'

9

(7) -•"

10

61

(8)

71 _

(20)

which is linear in both x and y. This approximation

2

(3) •'

3

(4)

requiresthree DOFs per rectangle,which puts the
total number of the DOFs required for the chargeap-

proximationat 3F. On the other hand, the number
of the suppliedDOFs is 2Eint,sincethe higher-order
RT BFs are defined only on the internal edgesand
with two DOFs per edge. Then, for a proper PW

(a)

!

,

i

i

i

i

i

I

i

i

i

i

linear(in both x and y) modelingof the charge,we
must

have

2Eint_• 3F.

(21)

We caution the reader that the above will turn out

to be a necessarybut not sufficientcondition at the
end of this section. However, we will continue as in
the previoussectionto reach that conclusion.Using

(11), equation(21) can be expressed
as
2Eiat> 3•ext,

(22)

which is always satisfied on closed surfaces,since
Eext = 0. However, the situation is more interesting for opensurfaces,sincewhether(22) is satisfied
or not dependson the type of the meshused on the
surface. As an example, considerthe patch problem

Ay4•+Cy4
Ay5•+Cy5
Ay6•+Cy
6 Ay•+Cy
7
_/
Ax•Y+Bx•

/'
Ax2Y+Bx2

/

.,.

Ax3Y+Bx3

(b)

Figure 5. (a) Arrows denotethe current BFs defined on the edges. Numbers in parenthesesdenote
the subdomains
on whichpiecewise(PW) linear approximationof the chargeis obtained. (b) Required
again.If the patchis meshedinto 2 x N (whereN is chargedegreesof freedom(DOFs) are shownin the
any positiveinteger),3 x 3, or 3 x 4 rectangles,then
subdomains.ChargeDO Fs suppliedby the current
(22) isnot satisfied,but 3 x 5, 4 x 4, or densermeshes
satisfy(22). It is evenmoreinterestingto note that BFs are shownon the edges.

the resultspresentedin Figure 4 are obtainedwith a
l0 x 10 mesh,which shouldsatisfy (22). Therefore
we concludethat merely countingthe DOFs required Let us focus on the first four subdomains that are
by the chargeapproximationmay not be sufficient; surroundedby the first seven BFs. As depicted in
the typesof the DOFs suppliedby the currentap- Figure 5b, proper approximation of the charge on
proximationand requiredby the chargeapproxima- these four subdomains requires 12 DOFs: four lintion should also match. We will explain this con- ear variations in x, four linear variations in !/, and
four constant plateaus. The surrounding seven BFs
straint with the help of Figure 5, where a 4 x M
(3// >_4) meshingof a patchis depicted.In Fig- supply 14 DOFs for the current approximation:four
ure 5a, the BFs are indicatedon the edgesand the linear variations in x, three linear variations in 1/, and
chargesubdomains
are numberedusingparentheses. sevenconstant values. Therefore, although the total
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Figure 6. Normalizedinducedcurrentand chargedistributionson the ,Xx ,Xpatchobtained
usingthe transversely
continuous
higher-order
RT BFs: (a) Magnitudeof copolafcurrent

(J•), (b) magnitude
ofcross-polar
current(J•), (c)realpartofthecharge,
and(d) imaginary
part of the charge.

number of the DOFs supplied by the current BFs

densityand hencethe numberof BFs did not reduce

seemsto be sufficient(14 > 12), whentheseDOFs
are brokendownto specifictypes,not all of the necessaryDOFsfor a properapproximation
of the charge
are available.In this example,the chargeneedsfour
linear DOFs in y, whereasthe current BFs can supply onlythree. This conclusion
canbe extendedto
othercasesof open-surface
meshings,
too. We do not
envisionsucha problemfor closedsurfaces.
The reasonwhy the cross-polar
componentof the
currentshownin Figure4b is grosslyincorrectwhile
the copolafcurrentin Figure4a is slightlyin erroris

the error in the cross-polar current.

not well understood. However,we confirmedby fur-

ther numericalexperimentsthat increasing
the mesh

In summary,the higher-orderRT BFs considered
in this subsectionturned out to be genuinelyinter-

estingsincethey appearedto be perfectlylegitimate
candidatesfor currentmodeling,but then we showed
that the condition(22) is not satisfiedfor all open
surfaces,and finally we showedthat even compliance with (22) is not sufficientfor most open surfaces(exceptions
are possible).Thereforethis type
of BF shouldbe employedwith great care. It should
be notedthat althoughSercuet al. [1994]suggested
the useof theseBFs, they did not presentany results
obtained

with them.
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4.3. Transversely Continuous Higher-Order
Rooftop Basis Functions
These basis functions can be obtained from the

higher-orderRT BFs of the previoussectionby constrainingthe current to be continuousin the transverse direction in addition to the direction of flow,
as shown in Figure lc. These constraints are implemented

on the internal

nodes of a surface for both

components of the current. Thus the total number
of DOFs supplied by these current BFs drops from
2Eiat to 2Ei,t-2V,•t. Both the current and the charge
are still modeledby PW bilinear and PW linear (in

causeof this equivalence, we should obtain the same
current and chargeresults as in the previous section.
Consider a closedsurface,such as the rectangular
prism shown in Figure 2. The total number of sup-

plied DOFs is 2V sincetwo pyramidsare definedper
node for the two componentsof the surface current.

A correctPW linear (in two variables)modelingof
the charge requires

2V _>3F.

(25)

Using X - 2, Eext- 0, and E - 2F, we arrive at

x and y), respectively,approximationson rectangular subdomains
as givenby (19) and (20). Thus the
charge approximation requires 3F DOFs. Then, for
a correct modeling of the charge,the condition

1381

V _<6,

(26)

which cannot be satisfiedby any meaningfulgeometry. Thus these BFs are not capableof modeling
the charge properly. The same conclusionholds for

2E•ot- 2V,ot _>3F

(23)

mustbe satisfied.Using(7)-(10), equation(23) can
be expressedas

-2X _>F

(24)

which is a contradiction for both open and closed
surfaces. Therefore, although the current-modeling
capabilities of these BFs seem to be flawless,we can
expect their inability to properly model the charge
distribution

to contaminate

the solution.

4.4. Pyramidal Basis Functions with
Rectangular Bases
as "nodal"

normal to that edge.
4.5. Pyramidal Basis Functions with
Triangular Bases
These nodal BFs are defined on a collection

Figure 6 shows the current and charge distributions obtained on a ,k x ,k patch for the same scattering problem as before. Although the copolarcurrent
in Figure 6a seems to have a fairly correct distribution, the same cannot be said for the cross-polar
componentof the current and the charge distribution, shown in Figures 6b-6d.

These BFs can be classified

open surfaces,too. Consideringthe patch geometry
of Figure 2c, it is noted that althoughthe required
number of DOFs for the chargedistribution is still
3F, the number of availableDOFs dropsfrom 2V to
2V,nt q- Vext-4 since no pyramidal BFs are defined
at the edgesof the patch for the current component

BFs since

the heights of the pyramids are associatedwith the
valuesof the unknown function at every node of the
surface, as shown in Figure l d. The use of these
BFs resultsin PW bilinear approximation of the current on rectangular subdomains. Note that this is
the same type of approximation obtained with the
higher-order RT BFs. Indeed, the pyramidal BFs
with rectangular basesare completely equivalent to
transversely continuoushigher-order RT BFs. Be-

of tri-

angular subdomainswith a commonvertex, as shown
in Figure le. The current approximation is linear in
x, linear in y, or linear in both x and y on each subdomain. Therefore the chargeis approximated by a
PW

constant

distribution.

Let us first consider a closed surface, such as the
rectangular prism shown in Figure 2b. Becausetwo
of these pyramidal BFs are used at each node to
model the two components of the surface current
and becauseone constant-heightplateau per subdomain is required for the P W constant modeling of
the charge, we must have

2V _>F.
Using X = 2,

(27)

Eext = 0, and 2E = 3F, we find

that (27) is alwayssatisfiedand that this type of
pyramidal current BFs can flawlesslymodel both the
current and the charge on closedsurfaces.
On the other hand, the situation for open surfaces
is a little

different

since no BFs are defined

at the
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imation of each componentof the surfacecurrent on

the patch, as depictedin Figure 7. Thesetypesof
pyramidalBFs are very well known. Houshmandet
al. [1991]presented
their Fouriertransforms
in order
(a)

to extend their use to spectral-domainformulations.
However,consideringthe current alone is not sumcient,oneshouldalsopay attentionto howthe charge
is modeledby the divergenceof the currentBFs. Furthermore,whetherone type of BFs is "good"or not
alsodependson the specificsurfaceand meshing.

(b)

4.6.

Rao-Wilton-Glisson

Basis Functions

These famous "vector" BFs, which we will refer
to as RWG BFs, are first introducedby Rao et al.

[1982].RWG BFs are definedon the interioredges
of a surface,and they approximatethe currentwith
a PW linear distributionas shownin Figure If. Consequently,the chargeis approximatedby a PW constant distribution.

(c)
Figure 7. Expected PW linear modelingof one component of the current when the pyramidal BFs are

used. (a) Triangularmeshingof a patch. (b) sampling the current distribution at the nodes. and

(c) approximationof the currentwith a PW linear
distribution.

RWG B Fs are often called "RT

BFs on triangular subdomains"due to their resemblanceto the RT BFs. In agreementwith this observation, the conditionfor the RWG BFs to properly
model the charge distribution is

Ei.t > F,

(29)

which is the same as (15) for the RT BFs. Using
(7)-(10), this conditioncanbe convertedto
(30)

boundariesof an open surfacefor the current component normal to that boundary. Then, the total number of DOFs suppliedby the current approximation
is less than 2V and it is not certain any more that

and using(13), it can be convertedto

Eint_>Eext,

(31)

the requirednumberof DOFs for a properchargeap- both of whichcaneasilybe satisfiedby open(X = 1)
proximationis available.Forinstance,let usconsider and closed(Eext= 0) surfaces.

the rectangularpatchin Figure2b. The numberof

Thus we conclude that RWG B Fs can be safely

availableDOFs dropsfrom 2V to 2V,nt+ Vext-4, and
therefore,for a proper PW constantchargeapproximation, we must have

used on arbitrary triangulationsof both open and
closedsurfaces. Figure 8 showsthe current and
chargedistributionson the/k x/k patchobtainedby
employingthe RWG BFs in the solutionof the scattering problemoutlinedearlier. The resultsare as

+

4 _>F.

(28)

Using(7) and (14) togetherwith X - 1 for this surface,we can showthat (28) is a contradiction,which

goodas they can be with this discretization.Note

means that these BFs cannot simultaneouslymodel
both the current and the charge distributions on an
open surfacesuch as a rectangular patch. We confirmed this conclusionwith numerical experiments,

magnitudes
of the copolarand cross-polar
currents,
i.e., Jx is significantlydominant comparedto Jy.

too.

This is another interesting result since one would
expect to be able to have a correct PW linear approx-

that there is a remarkable difference between the

SinceRWG BFs are vectorBFs, the samesetof RWG
BFs are employedto model both Jx and Jy. This
explains the nonsmooth behavior of the cross-polar
current shownin Figure 8b. This behavior doesnot
contaminate the charge distribution as seenin Fig-
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Figure 8. Normalizedinducedcurrent and chargedistributionson the • x • patch obtained

usingthe RWG BFs: (a) Magnitudeof copolarcurrent(J•.), (b) magnitudeof cross-polar
current(Jy), (c) real part of the charge,and (d) imaginarypart of the charge.

ures 8c and 8d, and thus this is the correct solution

ature. In addkion to usingthesemagneticBFs to

that can be obtained with the use of the RWG BFs on

modelthe magneticcurrent,Wandzura[1992]prothis discretization.If the polarizationof the incident posedaugmenting
the RWG BFs with magneticBFs
electricfield is modifiedto be in the • + !• direction, to modelthe electriccurrentdistribution.He sugthen the magnitudes
of Jx and Jy are in the same gestedthis combination in order to obtain an electric
order and we obtain similar smooth distributions for
currentdistributionwith a higherlevelof continuity,
both of them.
and thus better modeling.The level of continuity
4.7. RWG Basis Functions Augmented With
Magnetic Basis Functions

In the solutionof electromagnetic
problemsinvolving magnetic current distributions, BFs that are dif-

and thus the quality of the approximationcan be
furtherimprovedby addinghigher-order
electricand
magnetic BFs.

$arkar et al. [1990]proposed
using

bMAG
(r) = h x bRWG
(r)

(32)

ferentfrom the electriccurrentBFs are usuallyemployed.Severalsuch"magnetic"BFs with triangular

as a magneticBF, where bRwa(r) is the RWG BF

subdomainsare developedand available in the liter-

and h is the unit vector

normal

to the surface con-
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raining both of the RWG B Fs. These B Fs cause
magnetic line charge accumulation along the edges
of the triangular subdomainssince they render the
normal component of the current discontinuousat
theseedges.Therefore theseBFs will not be considered here.

Two other magnetic BFs, one proposedby Jacobus

and Landstorfer[1993]and the other proposedby
Wandzura[1992],do not have the aboveproblem.
These two magnetic BFs are very similar in many respects,especiallyin the way they model the current,
but are not exactly the same. Perhaps their most
significant differenceis in the way they model the
charge distribution. The divergenceof Wandzura's
magneticBF is identically equal to zero, which means
that it doesnot attempt to model the chargeat all.

//////
//////
//////
//////

/////

//////
(a)

(b)

Figure 9. (a) Triangularsubdomains
for PW con-

stantcurrentmodeling
usingtheRWGBFs. (b) Sixtimesdensertriangularmeshing
forthe PW constant
Surprisingly,this will turn out to be a desiredfeature currentobtainedwhenthe RWGBFsareaugmented

that will be discussed at the end of this section.

with the magneticBFs.

•

..

]

y/wavelength
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x/wavelengthy/wavelength
00
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ß

y/wavelength
00
(c)
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00
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Figure 10. Normalizedinducedcurrentand chargedistributions
on the ,k x ,k patch
obtainedusingthe RWG BFsaugmented
with the magneticBFs: (a) Magnitudeof copolar

current(J•), (b) magnitude
of cross-polar
current(Jy), (c) realpart of the charge,and
(d) imaginarypart of the charge.
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distribution is satisfied when choosinga set of BFs
to
approximate the surface electric current. Some
storfer[1993]is actuallya combination
of two RWG
commonly
used BFs, such as the RT and RWG BFs,
BFs arranged to be approximately orthogonalto a
satisfy
this
constraint unconditionally and therefore
regular RWG BF as shownin Figure lg. Therefore
can
be
safely
used to model both the current and
the divergenceof this magneticBF is a combination
the
charge
distributions.
This point has been rigof four constant-chargeplateauson triangular subdoorously
proven
by
analyzing
the topology of open
mainsthat are half of regulartriangular subdomains.
and
closed
surfaces
meshed
into
networks of trianThis situation ariseswhen only a singlemagnetic BF
gles
and
quadrangles.
On
the
other
hand, surprising
is considered.When all of the magneticBFs associresults
emerged
from
the
investigation
of someother
ated with all edgesare considered,the chargeneeds
to be approximated by six PW constant plateaus on BFs. Among these are higher-order RT and pyramidal BFs, which seem to be perfect candidates to
eachtriangular subdomain,as shownin Figure 9. In
support
PW bilinear and PW linear approximations
contrast,the original RWG BFs requireone constant
of
the
current
distribution. However, we have rigorchargeplateau on each triangular subdomain.
ously
proven
and
computationally demonstratedthat
When the RWG BFs are augmentedwith Jakobus
these
BFs
do
not
always supply a sufficient number
and Landstorfer's[1993] magneticBFs, the total
of DOFs for a consistentchargemodel. We have also
number of the DOFs is equal to Eint q- E, since the
RWG BFs are defined only on the internal edges, proven and demonstratedthat the use of somemagwhereasthe magnetic BFs can be used on all edges neticand/or higher-orderBFs to improvethe quality
including the external edges. The number of the of the electric current approximation may have disDOFs requiredfor a proper PW constantchargeap- astrous results, whereas some others may serve the
intended purpose.
proximation is 6F. Then, we must have
Granted, not every possibleBF can be analyzed in
E•,t + E _>6F,
(33) a document of this size. It is not merely the results
of a classof sample BFs presentedin section 4 that
which is impossiblesinceEint+ E - 2Eint+ Eext - 3F
using(9) and (13). Thereforewe concludethat these we intend to passon to the readers, but also the idea
BFs cannot be used to augment RWG BFs. This that the current BFs should be chosen with an eye
conclusionis supported by the current and charge on how well they model the charge distribution, in
The magnetic BF proposedby Jakobusand Land-

results shown in Figure 10. These results are obtained on the A x A patch using the combinationof
RWG and magnetic BFs for the scatteringproblem
outlined

A

earlier.

similar

problem is not

expected when

addition

to the current distribution.
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Wandzura's[1992]magneticBFs are usedto augment the RWG BFs. This is becausethe divergence
of Wandzura's magnetic BF is identically equal to
zero and thus does not increase the number

of the

DOFs required by the charge distribution. Then,
the condition for a proper PW constant charge distribution

becomes

E•,t + E _>F,

(34)

which is always satisfied for bot,h open and closed
surfaces.

5.

Conclusions
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